Date : 24/06/2011 12:34:19
From: "Oliver Edberg"
To : "Iain Morrow" , "Mahmoud Abu-ebid"
Cc : "Paget Fulcher"
Subject : RE: RHI report
Attachment : RHI ranges 240611 v2.docx;

CEP-113670

Iain, Paget,
List of technologies and suggested bandings attached. Note we suggest a separate band for larger biomass (although this may be dependent
upon the level of the biomass tariff, i.e if this is already very low then a separate band would be little different).
Please let me know if you are awaiting on AEA comments on any other specific issues.
Happy to discuss
Regards,
Oliver
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:47
To: Oliver Edberg; Mahmoud Abu-ebid
Subject: FW: RHI report
Importance: High

Oliver, Mahmoud
Some minor requests for clarification from DETI on the technologies covered (see below). If you could let me know tomorrow that would be
much appreciated.
“make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or
also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.”
Nearly there!
Regards
Iain
From: Hutchinson, Peter [mailto:Peter.Hutchinson@detini.gov.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:42
To: Iain Morrow
Cc: McCutcheon, Joanne; Connolly, Samuel
Subject: RE: RHI report

Iain,
Thanks for this. Just to deal with your points.
Domestic
Happy for the report to include the recommendation that domestics should be included in the RHI but at a delay in line with GB proposals so
the market is given time to develop, that cost-effective solutions are incentivised first and so ESCOs can prepare for the domestic market. As
discussed, it would be helpful for the recommendation to include reference to the ‘Renewable Heat Premium Payment’ scheme, especially in
regards the £2m funding for yr1. Potential levels of support would be appreciated.
Funding
Apologies for delay in wording. Our understanding from HMT is that HMT have agreed with DECC that they can make commitments to
spending in future years (up to 20 years) for installations that are installed within the SR period (i.e. the initial payments have to affordable
within the SR profile), and providing that the policy is set up so that payments should be basically flat over the 20 year period in real terms (i.e.
no backloading to ease short-term affordability pressures). This same agreement would apply to any NI scheme. Hope this provides clarity.
I am happy for you to keep the various funding lines as they stand so show that a range of options was considered.
VFM
Sam may be best placed to comment, however I am content with the approach that you suggest in the email.
Other issues
The only other issue I wanted to raise was just to make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies
supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to
this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.
If you need anything further let me know.
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CEP-113671
Thanks,
Peter

Peter Hutchinson
Sustainable Energy
Department of Enterprise, Trade & Investment
Netherleigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast, BT4 2JP
Tel: 028 9052 9532 (ext: 29532)
Textphone: 028 9052 9304
Web: www.detini.gov.uk

Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this e-mail?
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 13:21
To: Hutchinson, Peter
Subject: RHI report

Peter
Just a handful of things on the RHI report.
Domestic consumers
I said on Tuesday that we were tending towards recommending grants for domestic consumers. It’s a judgment that depends on factors like
what GB does, funding, and early experience of the scheme, but we now think that actually including them in the RHI is probably the right
preferred option for now. This is for consistency with what GB expects to do, because an RHI tends to bring on renewable heat faster, and
because there are likely to be ESCOs coming forward to help domestic customers install renewable heat (as with FITs for small scale renewable
electricity). So we will make that recommendation in our report, but say that it would make sense to reserve the final decision until those
factors are clearer. We will provide suggested grant levels as well in case you decide – e.g. after consultation - that grants are better. The
model will be able to recalculate these for you in future if any assumptions change.
Funding
When we spoke on Tuesday, you said that Treasury had agreed that there would be on-going funding for any installations made by March 2015.
This makes our analysis of the situation where you only have £25m less important; would you want to remove it, or leave it in for comparison
purposes/ discussions with Treasury? Happy to do whichever would be most useful for you.
In terms of on-going funding, our “Funding 3” line is effectively the funding required to cover installations made to 2015, since it assumes a flat
level of support after that year, which is what you need to cover a flat rate subsidy like the RHI. I’d previously asked if we should remove this,
but given what you said on Tuesday it seems sensible to keep it in. Sorry to ask again, but are you able to provide a form of wording about what
Treasury has agreed? I’m happy to draft something but would be a little worried about getting the politics of it wrong!
Value for Money analysis
Sam had asked about VFM analysis. What we’ve now done is compare the cost of the RHI, in £ per tonne of carbon saved, to the cost of wind
power (based on the Committee on Climate Change’s figures). It looks like the cost of our recommended RHI option is within the range of
costs for wind power – in other words the RHI should be similarly cost-effective to support for wind power. I’ll include a table and some text
on this in the report.
Iain Morrow
Managing Consultant
Cambridge Economic Policy Associates
Queens House, 55-56 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London, WC2A 3LJ
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CEP-113673
Technology Group

Capacities
from AEA
data (KW)

Investor groups

NERA Proposed NI range
ranges1
Lower
Upper
bound
bound

ASHP

Small

14

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Biogas
injection

All

1,000

All

All

All

All

Biomass
boilers

Small

12 and 20

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-500

45

200
(Suggest a
separate
band for
above
200kW)

Small

11

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Liquid
biofuels

Small

20

All domestics – (but not
large enough for small
commercial/public 50KW)

0-45

0

45 (if
nondomestic
schemes
are to be
included
then a
separate
band
above
45kW

Solar
Thermal

Small

3 and 8

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-20

0

20

GSHP

Applying an upper range to technologies would restrict the potential for larger
commercial/public installations serving a large office/residential or even connected to a district
heating network to be allowed.

1

http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/consultations/rhi/1_20100129161148_e_@@_designoftherenewableheatinc
entivenerareport.pdf p iv
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Date : 24/06/2011 12:34:19
From: "Oliver Edberg"
To : "Iain Morrow" , "Mahmoud Abu-ebid"
Cc : "Paget Fulcher"
Subject : RE: RHI report
Attachment : RHI ranges 240611 v2.docx;

CEP-113674

Iain, Paget,
List of technologies and suggested bandings attached. Note we suggest a separate band for larger biomass (although this may be dependent
upon the level of the biomass tariff, i.e if this is already very low then a separate band would be little different).
Please let me know if you are awaiting on AEA comments on any other specific issues.
Happy to discuss
Regards,
Oliver
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:47
To: Oliver Edberg; Mahmoud Abu-ebid
Subject: FW: RHI report
Importance: High

Oliver, Mahmoud
Some minor requests for clarification from DETI on the technologies covered (see below). If you could let me know tomorrow that would be
much appreciated.
“make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or
also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.”
Nearly there!
Regards
Iain
From: Hutchinson, Peter [mailto:Peter.Hutchinson@detini.gov.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:42
To: Iain Morrow
Cc: McCutcheon, Joanne; Connolly, Samuel
Subject: RE: RHI report

Iain,
Thanks for this. Just to deal with your points.
Domestic
Happy for the report to include the recommendation that domestics should be included in the RHI but at a delay in line with GB proposals so
the market is given time to develop, that cost-effective solutions are incentivised first and so ESCOs can prepare for the domestic market. As
discussed, it would be helpful for the recommendation to include reference to the ‘Renewable Heat Premium Payment’ scheme, especially in
regards the £2m funding for yr1. Potential levels of support would be appreciated.
Funding
Apologies for delay in wording. Our understanding from HMT is that HMT have agreed with DECC that they can make commitments to
spending in future years (up to 20 years) for installations that are installed within the SR period (i.e. the initial payments have to affordable
within the SR profile), and providing that the policy is set up so that payments should be basically flat over the 20 year period in real terms (i.e.
no backloading to ease short-term affordability pressures). This same agreement would apply to any NI scheme. Hope this provides clarity.
I am happy for you to keep the various funding lines as they stand so show that a range of options was considered.
VFM
Sam may be best placed to comment, however I am content with the approach that you suggest in the email.
Other issues
The only other issue I wanted to raise was just to make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies
supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to
this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.
If you need anything further let me know.
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CEP-113675
Thanks,
Peter

Peter Hutchinson
Sustainable Energy
Department of Enterprise, Trade & Investment
Netherleigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast, BT4 2JP
Tel: 028 9052 9532 (ext: 29532)
Textphone: 028 9052 9304
Web: www.detini.gov.uk

Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this e-mail?
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 13:21
To: Hutchinson, Peter
Subject: RHI report

Peter
Just a handful of things on the RHI report.
Domestic consumers
I said on Tuesday that we were tending towards recommending grants for domestic consumers. It’s a judgment that depends on factors like
what GB does, funding, and early experience of the scheme, but we now think that actually including them in the RHI is probably the right
preferred option for now. This is for consistency with what GB expects to do, because an RHI tends to bring on renewable heat faster, and
because there are likely to be ESCOs coming forward to help domestic customers install renewable heat (as with FITs for small scale renewable
electricity). So we will make that recommendation in our report, but say that it would make sense to reserve the final decision until those
factors are clearer. We will provide suggested grant levels as well in case you decide – e.g. after consultation - that grants are better. The
model will be able to recalculate these for you in future if any assumptions change.
Funding
When we spoke on Tuesday, you said that Treasury had agreed that there would be on-going funding for any installations made by March 2015.
This makes our analysis of the situation where you only have £25m less important; would you want to remove it, or leave it in for comparison
purposes/ discussions with Treasury? Happy to do whichever would be most useful for you.
In terms of on-going funding, our “Funding 3” line is effectively the funding required to cover installations made to 2015, since it assumes a flat
level of support after that year, which is what you need to cover a flat rate subsidy like the RHI. I’d previously asked if we should remove this,
but given what you said on Tuesday it seems sensible to keep it in. Sorry to ask again, but are you able to provide a form of wording about what
Treasury has agreed? I’m happy to draft something but would be a little worried about getting the politics of it wrong!
Value for Money analysis
Sam had asked about VFM analysis. What we’ve now done is compare the cost of the RHI, in £ per tonne of carbon saved, to the cost of wind
power (based on the Committee on Climate Change’s figures). It looks like the cost of our recommended RHI option is within the range of
costs for wind power – in other words the RHI should be similarly cost-effective to support for wind power. I’ll include a table and some text
on this in the report.
Iain Morrow
Managing Consultant
Cambridge Economic Policy Associates
Queens House, 55-56 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London, WC2A 3LJ
Tel
Mobile
Fax
Email
Web

+44 20 7269 0220 (direct)/ +44 20 7269 0210 (switchboard)
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CEP-113677
Technology Group

Capacities
from AEA
data (KW)

Investor groups

NERA Proposed NI range
ranges1
Lower
Upper
bound
bound

ASHP

Small

14

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Biogas
injection

All

1,000

All

All

All

All

Biomass
boilers

Small

12 and 20

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-500

45

200
(Suggest a
separate
band for
above
200kW)

Small

11

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Liquid
biofuels

Small

20

All domestics – (but not
large enough for small
commercial/public 50KW)

0-45

0

45 (if
nondomestic
schemes
are to be
included
then a
separate
band
above
45kW

Solar
Thermal

Small

3 and 8

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-20

0

20

GSHP

Applying an upper range to technologies would restrict the potential for larger
commercial/public installations serving a large office/residential or even connected to a district
heating network to be allowed.

1
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Date : 24/06/2011 12:34:19
From: "Oliver Edberg"
To : "Iain Morrow" , "Mahmoud Abu-ebid"
Cc : "Paget Fulcher"
Subject : RE: RHI report
Attachment : RHI ranges 240611 v2.docx;

CEP-113678

Iain, Paget,
List of technologies and suggested bandings attached. Note we suggest a separate band for larger biomass (although this may be dependent
upon the level of the biomass tariff, i.e if this is already very low then a separate band would be little different).
Please let me know if you are awaiting on AEA comments on any other specific issues.
Happy to discuss
Regards,
Oliver
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:47
To: Oliver Edberg; Mahmoud Abu-ebid
Subject: FW: RHI report
Importance: High

Oliver, Mahmoud
Some minor requests for clarification from DETI on the technologies covered (see below). If you could let me know tomorrow that would be
much appreciated.
“make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or
also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.”
Nearly there!
Regards
Iain
From: Hutchinson, Peter [mailto:Peter.Hutchinson@detini.gov.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 17:42
To: Iain Morrow
Cc: McCutcheon, Joanne; Connolly, Samuel
Subject: RE: RHI report

Iain,
Thanks for this. Just to deal with your points.
Domestic
Happy for the report to include the recommendation that domestics should be included in the RHI but at a delay in line with GB proposals so
the market is given time to develop, that cost-effective solutions are incentivised first and so ESCOs can prepare for the domestic market. As
discussed, it would be helpful for the recommendation to include reference to the ‘Renewable Heat Premium Payment’ scheme, especially in
regards the £2m funding for yr1. Potential levels of support would be appreciated.
Funding
Apologies for delay in wording. Our understanding from HMT is that HMT have agreed with DECC that they can make commitments to
spending in future years (up to 20 years) for installations that are installed within the SR period (i.e. the initial payments have to affordable
within the SR profile), and providing that the policy is set up so that payments should be basically flat over the 20 year period in real terms (i.e.
no backloading to ease short-term affordability pressures). This same agreement would apply to any NI scheme. Hope this provides clarity.
I am happy for you to keep the various funding lines as they stand so show that a range of options was considered.
VFM
Sam may be best placed to comment, however I am content with the approach that you suggest in the email.
Other issues
The only other issue I wanted to raise was just to make sure that within the final document there will be a full list of the technologies
supported i.e. does biomass refer to woody biomass or also combustion of municipal waste; similarly, does biogas include land fill? Further to
this, explicit bands by kWth should also be included.
If you need anything further let me know.
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CEP-113679
Thanks,
Peter

Peter Hutchinson
Sustainable Energy
Department of Enterprise, Trade & Investment
Netherleigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast, BT4 2JP
Tel: 028 9052 9532 (ext: 29532)
Textphone: 028 9052 9304
Web: www.detini.gov.uk

Please consider the environment - do you really need to print this e-mail?
From: Iain Morrow [mailto:Iain.Morrow@cepa.co.uk]
Sent: 23 June 2011 13:21
To: Hutchinson, Peter
Subject: RHI report

Peter
Just a handful of things on the RHI report.
Domestic consumers
I said on Tuesday that we were tending towards recommending grants for domestic consumers. It’s a judgment that depends on factors like
what GB does, funding, and early experience of the scheme, but we now think that actually including them in the RHI is probably the right
preferred option for now. This is for consistency with what GB expects to do, because an RHI tends to bring on renewable heat faster, and
because there are likely to be ESCOs coming forward to help domestic customers install renewable heat (as with FITs for small scale renewable
electricity). So we will make that recommendation in our report, but say that it would make sense to reserve the final decision until those
factors are clearer. We will provide suggested grant levels as well in case you decide – e.g. after consultation - that grants are better. The
model will be able to recalculate these for you in future if any assumptions change.
Funding
When we spoke on Tuesday, you said that Treasury had agreed that there would be on-going funding for any installations made by March 2015.
This makes our analysis of the situation where you only have £25m less important; would you want to remove it, or leave it in for comparison
purposes/ discussions with Treasury? Happy to do whichever would be most useful for you.
In terms of on-going funding, our “Funding 3” line is effectively the funding required to cover installations made to 2015, since it assumes a flat
level of support after that year, which is what you need to cover a flat rate subsidy like the RHI. I’d previously asked if we should remove this,
but given what you said on Tuesday it seems sensible to keep it in. Sorry to ask again, but are you able to provide a form of wording about what
Treasury has agreed? I’m happy to draft something but would be a little worried about getting the politics of it wrong!
Value for Money analysis
Sam had asked about VFM analysis. What we’ve now done is compare the cost of the RHI, in £ per tonne of carbon saved, to the cost of wind
power (based on the Committee on Climate Change’s figures). It looks like the cost of our recommended RHI option is within the range of
costs for wind power – in other words the RHI should be similarly cost-effective to support for wind power. I’ll include a table and some text
on this in the report.
Iain Morrow
Managing Consultant
Cambridge Economic Policy Associates
Queens House, 55-56 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London, WC2A 3LJ
Tel
Mobile
Fax
Email
Web

+44 20 7269 0220 (direct)/ +44 20 7269 0210 (switchboard)
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CEP-113681
Technology Group

Capacities
from AEA
data (KW)

Investor groups

NERA Proposed NI range
ranges1
Lower
Upper
bound
bound

ASHP

Small

14

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Biogas
injection

All

1,000

All

All

All

All

Biomass
boilers

Small

12 and 20

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-500

45

200
(Suggest a
separate
band for
above
200kW)

Small

11

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-45

0

Less than
45

Medium

200

Large commercial/public
(but not large enough for
industrial)

45-350

45

No upper
limit

Liquid
biofuels

Small

20

All domestics – (but not
large enough for small
commercial/public 50KW)

0-45

0

45 (if
nondomestic
schemes
are to be
included
then a
separate
band
above
45kW

Solar
Thermal

Small

3 and 8

All domestics and small
commercial/public

0-20

0

20

GSHP

Applying an upper range to technologies would restrict the potential for larger
commercial/public installations serving a large office/residential or even connected to a district
heating network to be allowed.

1
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